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SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models represents a fresh approach to the modeling of transport network technologies. This practical guide and reference text uncovers the description of SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) and OTN (Optical Transport Network) transport networks and equipment using functional/atomic modeling techniques. It clearly explains the use of models in the ITU-T and ETSI standards, the transport networks and the transport equipment in the definition, implementation and deployment phase.
	Pays particular attention to the SDH and OTN standards using functional/atomic modeling, as used and defined in the ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union) recommendations G.805 and G.809 and the ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) standards EN 300 417, as opposed to the formal language used in the ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standard T1.105.     
	Topics of discussion range from functional modeling high level transport networks to the most detailed device functions, aided by a variety of figures and tables.     
	Shows that functional modeling is not restricted to SDH/SONET but that is can be used to describe any transport network, connection-oriented and connectionless, e.g. Ethernet and MPLS networks.     
	Written by a leading authority in the area, this is the first book dedicated to the novel approach of using functional modeling to describe SDH/SONET/OTN networks.     


    This volume will appeal to manufacturers, engineers and all those involved in developing and deploying SDH, SONET, OTN, Ethernet, MPLS technology.  It will be an invaluable resource for postgraduate students on network communications courses and advanced users using functional modeling.       
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Internet and Intranet Security Management: Risks and SolutionsIGI Global, 2000
In the last 12 years we have observed amazing growth of electronic communication. From typical local networks through country-wide systems and business-based distributed processing, we have witnessed widespread implementation of computer-controlled transmissions encompassing almost every aspect of our business and private lives.
Internet and...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Corel WordPerfect 10Que, 2003
In recent news, Corel announced that HP, the world's largest PC manufacturer, Dell, the second-largest, and Sony have all agreed to preinstall WordPerfect 10 and Quattro Pro 10 on some of their computer lines. Cost differential between Microsoft's Office and Works Suites, as well as Microsoft's Office licensing terms is helping fuel the trend to...
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Microsoft Excel 2013: Illustrated BriefCengage Learning, 2013

	Welcome to Microsoft Excel 2013—Illustrated Brief. This book has a unique design: Each skill is presented on two facing pages, with steps on the left and screens on the right. The layout makes it easy to learn a skill without having to read a lot of text and flip pages to see an illustration.
...
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Linux Administration Cookbook: Insightful recipes to work with system administration tasks on LinuxPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Over 100 recipes to get up and running with the modern Linux administration ecosystem

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand and implement the core system administration tasks in Linux
	
			Discover tools and techniques to troubleshoot your Linux system
	
			Maintain a healthy...
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Upgrading to PHP 5O'Reilly, 2004
This new book is targeted toward PHP developers who are already familiar with PHP 4.  Upgrading to PHP 5 offers a concise appraisal of the differences between PHP 4 and PHP 5, a detailed look at what's new in this latest version, and an explanation of how these changes affect you.  The book also covers more advanced...
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Hacking the Cable Modem: What Cable Companies Don't Want You to KnowNo Starch Press, 2006
In the beginning there was dial-up, and it was slow; then came broadband in the form of cable, which redefined how we access the internet, share information, and communicate with each other online. Hacking the Cable Modem goes inside the device that makes Internet via cable possible and, along the way, reveals secrets of many popular cable...
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